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This is a presentation of the various styles of dies that can be used  
with the hydraulic press to form metal in preparation for enameling. 

Examples shown illustrate the styles of dies demonstrated in class. 

Not every style of die possible is included. To learn more about dies 
and die forming, refer to Susan Kingsley’s book on the subject. 

All dies shown, and the work made from these dies, are my 
creations unless otherwise noted. All work is copyrighted. 



the power of the press and the magic of urethane 

hydraulic press designed 
and built by Lee Marshall 

urethane pads – various thickness 
and durometer (hardness)  



A few basics: 

- reasons to make dies for hydraulic forming 

- metal, malleability, work hardening, annealing, gauge 

- materials for dies – wire, sheet metal, Plexi 

- flange – the purpose and options  

 - face plate for hollow forms 

-  embossing vs. pillowing 

-  durometer and thickness of 
  urethane pads for each purpose 

-  making notes, recording results 

- SAFETY – guidelines for preventing 
 injuries 



A number of metal working 
techniques combine well 
with hydraulic die-forming, 
including: 

-  stamping 

-  roll-printing 

- fold forming 

-  repoussé and chasing 



28g copper - fold formed before being formed in a wire punch style 
embossing die. 

Additional forming into wood to add detail. 

Torch enameled. 



roll printed fine silver 

formed in matrix die 

enameled   
basse-taille technique 



Wires taped to paper for a die that  
will be used only a few times. 

punch style embossing die 

Ruler illustrates size limitations for 
the press used in class. 



Punch style embossing die  -  reversible  

Wires soldered together.   Die usable unlimited times. 



The wire die begins the forming which is then continued with 
 hammers and a wood block for repoussé and chasing. 



Back of flower bowl ready for enameling. 





Summer Solace 



Autumn Offering 



Winter’s Portion 



Research and inspiration for the next “Offering Bowl” and stand. 



Reversible punch style embossing die – not soldered. 



For the Journey 



Inspired by Karl Blossfeldt’s photo of Blumenbachia hieronymi 



flange used for “stem”/bale 



Pears – two versions 



asymmetrical, punch style embossing die - reversible  





punch style embossing die 
wire soldered to thin gauge sheet metal 

left and right earrings formed with one pressing 



Testing to find the optimum gauge for detail and enameling. 



punch style embossing dies made from sheet metal  



these dies combine both wire and sheet metal 



matrix style embossing die 
 cut from 26 gauge brass - reversible 

Enameled in basse-taille technique.  



This one features multiple openings 
cut from ¼” Plexi. 

matrix (pillowing) die cut from Plexi 



This one uses two ¼” thick dies to prevent “bottoming out”. 



two step pressing  

- wire die 

- matrix die 



combination die – punch style embossing soldered 
 to 18g brass  and taped to “pillowing” matrix die 

This style of die creates detailed forming within the “pillowed” shape. 



Gallery of work produced by students 
 in previous enameling classes. 

Nancy Yee 



Nancy Yee 



Katie Enewold 



Kay Payan 



Shari Seger 



Shari Seger 



Krista Schmidthues 



Karen Pheiffer  



Terri Basille 



Jan Sheridan 



Ina Hohensee 



Nancy Yee I Don’t Want to Go 



Settings for enamels need to be designed 
with the fragile properties of glass on metal 
kept in mind.  

This is especially so when the metal is a thin 
gauge, as might be used with certain types 
of embossing dies. 

Settings for Enameled Metal 



Carol Holaday 

The standard “cup” bezel is 
the most challenging type 
of bezel for setting enamels. 

Complex shapes, or larger 
pieces, are more easily set 
with “alternative” types of 
setting techniques such as: 

      partial bezels 
      “picket” bezel wire 
      tabs 
      prongs 
      rivets 
      tube and “soft” tube  
      frame 
      reverse settings 
      staples  
      stitching 



Daria Salus 

standard cup bezel 



tab setting 

Helene Daniels 



Karen Pfeiffer 

frame set 



Display of Krista’s projects.  


